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Exploring Bridges

Learning Intentions
The following activities will encourage and
facilitate pupils to:

l Find their own examples of different 
types of bridges.

l Solve how a self-supporting arch might 
be constructed using a 'key stone'.

l Learn about the construction and history
of Arney Bridge.

l Use mathematics and artistic skills to 
create a ‘scaled’ collage of Arney Bridge.

l Design and construct their own bridge.

1 - Exploring Different Types of Bridges
Activity:
Individual activity with group sharing

Time required:
60 minutes

Method:
Provide the class with a large collection of
old magazines. Ask them to search through
and cut out pictures of any bridges they
can find. As an alternative, or rotating
option for half the class, ask pupils to use
the internet to search for pictures of
bridges and print them out. Make a collage
by cutting out the bridges and sticking
them onto a large sheet of card.

Now ask the class to look at their collage.
Ask these questions:
1. What different types of materials are the 

bridges made from?
(Metal, wood, bricks, stone, wires,
cables . . .)

2. Which is the shortest bridges and which 
is the longest?

3. What different things were the bridges 
made to go over?
(Rivers, railway lines, roads, valleys, 
estuaries and the sea . . .)

4. What types of traffic use the bridges?
(Cars and lorries, trains, people, cattle, 
tractors, boats . . .)

Ask pupils to use the internet to identify 
the names given to different types of 
bridge construction. You may want to 
give them the following words and ask
them to find examples on the internet,
print them out and add to the collage:

Arch Bridge - an arched shape that
transfers the weight onto piers.

Aqueduct - a bridge that carries water.
Aqueduct Navigable - a bridge carrying
water on which boats can cross.

Beam Bridge - two wooden or metal beams
with planks laid across them.
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Box-Girder Bridge - made of shallow box
shaped segments placed on support piers.

Clapper Bridge - ancient bridge of stone
piers supporting flat rocks laid across them.

Girder Bridge - metal or concrete girders
placed onto piers, with a deck built on top.

Pontoon Bridge - barges (pontoons)
positioned side-by-side facing upstream,
across which a deck is constructed.

Rope Bridge - built by hanging a walkway
underneath two main supporting ropes.

Step-Stone Bridge - flat top rocks spaced
apart across a shallow river.

Suspension Bridge - a bridge that has a
deck (platform) that is hung (suspended) by
towers and cables.

Truss Bridge - where the deck is supported
by a framework of triangular shapes.

Viaduct - a bridge made up of a series of
smaller arches.

Annotate the collage to identify the
different types of bridges.
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2 - Constructing A Self Supporting
Arch Bridge

Activity:
Activity in Pairs

Time required:
60 minutes

Method:
Print out and photocopy the ‘Arch Bridge
Template’ shown on the following page.
Give each pair a lump of air-hardening clay,
a cardboard baseboard and a template.

Ask pupils to write their name on the
template in the space provided.

Ask pupils to make a clay rectangle about
30 cm long x 3cm wide x 3cm high. Use the
guide on the bottom of the template to
help.

Next, ask pupils to bend the rectangle into
a smooth curve, following the shape on the
template. Make sure the two ends go
slightly below the baseline.

Cut off the two ends parallel with the
baseline.

Next accurately slice through the arch at all
of the marked points to create separate
stones. Starting from the left, number each
stone in turn by scratching into the clay
with a sharp pencil or point.

Set the baseboards away and leave the clay
to dry hard for a few days.
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When the clay is dry, ask pupils to take
their baseboard with the dry stones on it.
Working in pairs, try to construct an arch
bridge that stands up on its own. Let pupils
try and discover how best to do this. If they
need help, explain that it is best for two
people to build up the two sides at the
same time, and then to gently drop in the
key stone (no. 6) last. The key stone will
lock all the other stones in place, and the
bridge will stand up.

Explain that the keystone transfers all the
weight of the bridge down into the two
piers on each side.

3 - Watch The Film ‘Arney Bridge’

Activity:
Group activity

Time required:
40 minutes

Method:
Play the film called ‘Arney Bridge’ that is
located on the website
www.battlesbricksandbridges.org.
Afterwards split the class into teams and
have a quiz with the following questions:

a. How many arches does Arney Bridge 
have?
Answer = three

b.What building is most of the bridge made
out of?
Answer = sandstone

c. What type of mortar/cement is used to 
hold the stones together?
Answer = lime mortar

d.When was Arney Bridge first constructed?
Answer = early17th Century, about 1620.

e.Why is Arney Bridge important?
Answer = it is the oldest known bridge in 
Fermanagh.

4 - Visit Arney Bridge

Activity:
Field trip

Time required:
Half a day

Method:
Take pupils on a visit to Arney Bridge. It is
useful to watch the film ’Arney Bridge’
before the field trip.

Ask pupils to photograph and draw the
bridge. Use a tape measure to measure the
length and height of the bridge. Measure
the height using a length of string with a
weight on the end. Lower the string over
the side until it reaches the waterline. Mark
the string and then measure. Do this at the
ends and at the two pillars of the bridge.
Use the same technique to measure the
height of the arches. Retain all material
gathered for the following classroom
activity.
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How Was Arney Bridge Constructed?

These images are available to download in Educational
Resources at www.battlesbricksandbridges.org

1. The pillars were built with projecting corbels.

2. A wooden framework was constructed resting on 
the corbels, and giving the shape of the arches.

3. Wicker mats were laid on the framework

.

4. Lime mortar was poured onto the mats.

5. Stones were bedded into the mortar.

6. More mortar was poured into the stones andf the
whole structure left to set firm.

7. When firm, the wooden framework was removed.

8. The deck and walls of the bridge were then 
completed. The wicker mats may have been left 
embedded into the mortar.
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5 - Make A Scaled Image Or Model of 
Arney Bridge.

Activity:
Group or small groups activity

Time required:
Half a day

Method:
Use the measurements taken on the bridge
to draw out a scaled outline of the bridge
on a very large sheet of paper. You might
like to use a scale of 10cm : 1 metre (1:10)
for a large collage, or 1cm : 1 metre (1:100)
for a smaller collage. Look at the drawings
and photographs that pupils made on their
field trip, and use these to help draw an
accurate outline of the bridge.

Fill in the bridge outline using torn up
pieces of coloured paper to make a collage.
Alternatively, you could use the 1:100 scale
to make a clay model of the bridge.

5 - Design And Build A Truss Bridge.

Activity:
Small groups activity

Time required:
90 minutes

Method:
Show pupils a picture of a truss bridge.
There is a picture on page 2 of these notes.
Explain that a truss bridge is constructed by
making a strong box shape out of triangular
segments. Different arrangements of
triangles can be used create different
bridge designs. Ask each group to use
paper and pencils to design their bridge
using triangular shapes that are joined
together. Give pupils the template sheets
on the next pages, lolly sticks, glue and a
cardboard base. They can use the templates
to make multiple numbers of identical
shapes which they can then join together
to construct their bridge. A range of lolly
sticks and glue can be purchased online at
trustleaf.co.uk.






